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Fabulous fit, shape boosting support and comfort Discover the new SPACER styles with 100% PES
PushUp effect and more...!
Fit it!

Feel it! Love it!

Dear customer,
feeling comfortable is one of the most (if not the most) important thing when it
comes to lingerie. As something we wear all day, everyday on our skin, investing in
comfortable lingerie is a must.
The new sexy and charming PES M-BraCup Innovations by MUEHLMEIER provide
incredible comfort, breathability and softness with amazing support and
BreastSoothing uplift . The free of foam concepts secure white stability with
no yellowing effect. The convincing formula behind this unique new collection of
M-BraCups is combining the benefits of SPACER fabric with 100% recycled PES
fibre padding. By this the environmental footprint of the bra with its
innovative desgin & function is reduced.

Discover the highlights of our new innovative M-TEC
BraCup collection with 100% PES:

HP85023-vrs

M-TEC WireFree SPACER Mono PushUp BraCup
Reliable WireFree support and soft, comfortable hold
With integrated PES PushUp padding
The soft One-Piece-Strap-Cup offers total wearing comfort and perfect fit
Light and breathable

HH60549-srs

M-TEC PES BraCup
PES BraCup innovation with soft, special touch & feel
supersoft PES padding
natural breast feel and reliable hold
excellent washing performance

HP60555-srs

M-TEC PushUp SPACER BraCup
with comfortable PES PushUp padding for a beautiful decollete
provides a sexy uplift and amazing support
cuddly, light and breathable

HP60556-srs

M-TEC PushUp SPACER BraCup
with invisible PushUp effect
lifts and supports perfectly without adding to much volume
ultra-light and breathable
bird eye cover fabric outside for an easy athleisure look
shapes & creates a natural round shape of the breast

HH60554-rQQ

M-TEC White & P.U.R.E. BraCup
made of 100% PES fibre
high breathability and unique heat regulation
no yellowing of material
Possibility to include 100% recycled PES material
free of foam

Please contact us for available size range, purchase conditions and your
free samples:

Get your free samples

Keep up high spirits. See you soon.

Your MUEHLMEIER Breastshaping - Team

Benefit from customer-friendly support:

“Convenient sample ordering”
Visit our Online-Shop at muehlmeier.eu for samples and
small bulk orders. The perfect order platform for small
producers, wedding dress studios, start-ups and
designers.

„Let’s get together via Zoom“
We are there for you in interconnected meetings via Zoom.
Get in touch and schedule your personal appointment with our expert Tamás
Bödöcs:
Phone No.: +49 9635 9219-27
E-mail: tamas.bodocs@muehlmeier.eu

Schedule a meeting
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